Associated Press

WAKKANAI, Japan — A Soviet search vessel lowered a small yellow submarine yesterday into international waters where the downed South Korean airliner is believed to have crashed and warned a Japanese patrol boat to stay away from the area, the Japanese navy said.

In Edinburgh, Scotland, the editor-in-chief of the Soviet Communist Party newspaper Pravda criticized his nation's military for the six-day delay in acknowledging that one of its fighter jets shot down the airplane.

He said the submarine was different from one used in two previous Soviet divers.

The zone is dominated by at least 25 Soviet vessels, including the 8,200-ton guided missile cruiser Petr Petrovich. The Reuben and two other Japanese patrol boats are moving in the area, sometimes coming within 500 yards of the Soviet ships, said Kato.

At least four U.S. ships and four South Korean trawlers also were seen in the area yesterday, he said.

A day earlier, a Soviet oil driller witched up an unidentified object from another Soviet vessel. Kato has said he would not speculate whether the object could have been the jumbo jet's "black box" flight recorder.

The zone is dominated by at least 17 other Japanese vessels continued searching for debris and bodies being carried by eastward currents. So far the remains of at least five of the crash victims have been recovered.

Amanove, who was in Scotland for private talks with foreign affairs and military experts, was asked by the BBC why it took Soviet leaders six days to acknowledge it shot down the airliner.

"I think in this respect our military people are guilty," he said.

The Saint Mary's College Women's Choir sings at the Haggar College Center dedication ceremonies for the Haggar College Center.

By HELEN LUCAS

New college center christened

Staff Reporter

Saint Mary's students should "learn how to use leisure time to cultivate their minds and hearts and to contribute to the order of life," said John Duggan, college president, at the Haggar College Center dedication ceremony.

The ceremony was held on the center's patio balcony last Friday afternoon and was well attended by students, faculty, administration, and guests.

"We are celebrating the foundation of a building of activities and services for our community," said Sister Karol Jackowski, chairman of the Haggar College Center faculty, administration, and guests.

The Haggar College Center is "where we can become one family and share our gifts with one another," said Elaine Hocior, president of Saint Mary's student government, who opened the ceremony with a greeting. "We are celebrating today in one spirit, what is truly ours."

Following the greeting was an opening prayer read by Sister Mary Jane Hoonan, chairman of the Board of Regents. The liturgy was then read by the Dean of Student Affairs, Sister Karel Jaczkowski.

"We are celebrating the foundation of a building of activities and services for our community," said Sister Karol Jackowski, chairman of the Haggar College Center faculty, administration, and guests.

Democrats plan use of War Powers Act

WASHINGTON — Senate Democrats are united as never before in their three years of minority status on one issue — they demand the president give Congress a role under 1973 law in deciding how long the Marines will remain in Lebanon.

White aware of public uneasiness over the presence of American troops on foreign soil, few in Congress are arguing that the 1,200 troops now in Beirut should come home.

But the White House remains uncertain how much power to surrender to the House and Senate on the issue of the troops, and the usually contentious Senate Democrats — a minority since Reagan won election in 1980 — have taken the lead in seeking to invoke provisions of the War Powers Act.

At issue is the Vietnam-era War Powers Act, which requires the president to notify Congress when American troops overseas are in combat and to bring them home within 60 days unless the House and Senate specifically allow them to remain.

Twenty-nine of the Senate's 45 Democrats met last week and unanimously approved a resolution which would declare that hostilities in Lebanon have triggered provisions of the War Powers Act.

Democratic leaders say they believe they would have nearly unanimous support among their own for that resolution on the Senate floor, and a substantial number of Republicans are known to believe President Reagan is wrong to fight the issue.

"If we get it to the floor, we will pass it," Sen. Thomas P. Eagleton, D-Mo., said of the Democratic resolution. Eagleton was an original author of the 1973 law and a key figure in efforts to persuade Reagan to invoke it.

Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-Ill., chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, said his panel plans hearings "shortly" on the Democratic resolution.

On Tuesday, that panel votes on a proposed nuclear weapons freeze resolution. The House-passed freeze resolution is one of several arms control proposals to be considered by the committee, and opponents say the recent Soviet downing of a Korean jetliner dims chances the freeze resolution will pass the Senate.

Both the House and Senate have debated scheduled this week on appropriations bills for various departments, and the House will continue debate a bill promoting the construction of coal slurry pipelines.

Before Congress returned from a five-week summer recess, four Marines were killed and several were injured in attacks by Lebanese rebels firing on U.S. positions. The Marines had been in Lebanon for a year now, as part of a multinational peacekeeping force.

Although Reagan has given Marine jet fighters authority to fire
Mark Hendricks is hoping people think it’s safe to go back into the water. After showing "Jaws" last year, Hendricks plans to show the movie again this Thursday -- "The Deep" -- to give his movie theater. Yes, that's dive-in. "You put a bunch of rafts and inner tubes out in the pool, tack white paper on the wall, turn out the lights and switch on a movie screen," he explained. "You never heard so much screaming." Hendricks, director of intramural sports at Saint Mary's, said the showing of "Jaws" packed the campus pool for four nights last spring. It was exactly a year ago that the campus pool would be closed for the rest of the semester.

Former Vice President Water Mondale, a candidate for the Democratic presidential nomination, called on the Reagan administration yesterday to lead the Western alliance in economic punishment of the Soviet Union for the downing of a Korean jetliner. "I think emotions are not enough," the former vice president said, "We must not accept it. This Week with David Brinkley.

Calling its actions "errors, not intentional violations," Xerox Corp. agreed to pay civil penalties of $1,700 to settle claims it supported an Arab trade boycott of Israel. Xerox signed a consent agreement with the U.S. Commerce Department calling for a 12-month suspension of its export licenses to 12 Arab nations, said Thomas Barbour, a Commerce Department lawyer. The department said Xerox agreed in 1980 to furnish the Arabs' Central Boycott Office (OCS) with facsimiles of companies owning Xerox stock. Xerox spokesman John Ranson said, "These were errors, not intentional violations." - AP

At least 30 members of a high school band were injured when wooden risers collapsed during a photo session at a band camp. About 40 members of the Tipp City High School band were standing on the risers at Tipp City Park when they collapsed Saturday afternoon during the annual Tipp City band visit in Tipp City Park. Three police said the temporary risers were provided by a photographer who was taking pictures of the 12 participating bands. Officer Bob Stegeman said. Emergency squads transported the injured students, still in uniform, to hospitals in nearby Troy and Dayton. All were released after treatment except for a 16-year-old boy who was admitted overnight. A nurse supervisor said. Band members complained mostly of neck, leg and back bruises, scrapes or fractures. - AP

The Snite Museum is sponsoring an exhibition called Religious Narrative in Sixteenth Century Rome in celebration of the five hundredth anniversary of Raphael's birth. It features plans and studies for some of the most historically significant projects of this influential artist and for a project in collaboration by Raphael and members of his workshop, celebrated studies in chalk and pen and brown ink. Some of Francesco Zuccaro, accomplished master drawings by Paris Nosay, Cesare Nebbia and Agostino Ciampelli, and outstanding examples of woodcuts and engravings by Marcantonio Raimondi and Gabriele Rossetti. The collection will be shown through October 25 in the Print Gallery of the Snite. It will be accompanied by a conference, The Art of Raphael: New Perspectives, on October 12, 13 and 14. - The Observer

Members of the Hall Student's Council are meeting daily for their forms today between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. in the student activities office on the first floor of the Library. - The Observer

Mostly cloudy today with a 20 percent chance of thunderstorms. Low to mid 60s. Continuing partly cloudy tomorrow with a chance of thunderstorms. High in low 70s. - AP

The Snoopy Museum is located on the campus of Saint Mary’s College, Indiana. It is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. during the school year and from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. during the summer months. The museum is dedicated to preserving the history and legacy of Snoopy, the beloved cartoon dog created by Charles M. Schulz.

The museum features over 1,000 original illustrations, cartoons, and photographs of Snoopy, as well as a collection of Snoopy related merchandise. Visitors can also enjoy a permanent exhibit on Charles M. Schulz's life and work, which includes a display of his original art and personal effects.

Recently, the museum has added a new exhibit featuring the first appearance of Snoopy in the comic strip. This exhibit includes the original comic strip, along with other related items such as the first doll and comic book featuring Snoopy.

In addition to the exhibits, the museum also offers a variety of programs and events throughout the year. These include guest appearances by Snoopy fans, workshops for artists and crafters, and special events such as a holiday celebration in December.

The museum is located at 300 Wilder Ave, Bloomington, IN 47403. Admission to the museum is free, and the museum is open year-round.
Canals rights leader Jesse Jackson raises the arms of American soldiers who have promised to register for the 1984 presidential election. Jackson is touring Western Germany and Berlin, meeting with servicemen at U.S. military installations, such as this one at Ramstein.

**Senior named member of Board of Regents**

By ELIZABETH FLOR  
News Staff

Senior Katherine Whelahan, recently elected as this year's student representative for the Saint Mary's College Board of Regents, considers the position an honor.

"I am excited to be a part of an organization that not only discusses ideals, but places them in actual policies. It will be interesting to see how the college operates and where the rules get their foundation," Whelahan said. Like all board members, Whelahan was chosen by the administrative members of the Saint Mary's Corporation, who reviewed recommendations of students by the administration and student government.

Whelahan, a government major, spent her second semester last year as an intern at the American Bar Association in Washington D.C., while participating in a program at American University. She is currently a volunteer at a runway shelter, as she is interested in juvenile and family law.

Whelahan is also a secretary for the government department and vice president of the Saint Mary's and Notre Dame Pre-Law Society.

Last year, the Board of Regents was the final approval in the parietal changes at Saint Mary's. This academic year, Whelahan says that the board will examine the possibility of expanding the science facilities at Saint Mary's.

The Board of Regents, part of the Corporation of Saint Mary's College, "continues the operation of Saint Mary's," according to the bylaws.

The board consists of 18 to 50 Regents who represent the Saint Mary's Community.

---

**Lower rates likely result of campus phone revision**

By SCOTT HARDEK  
Senior Staff

The days of waiting until 11 p.m. to make a long-distance call will soon be over, due to a new phone system which will be installed over Christmas break.

Touchtone phones linked with an MCI-type system will be installed in all dorms when students return for the second semester.

Each student will be given a personal billing number which can be directly punched into any touchtone phone on campus, nearly eliminating the need to repeat numbers to an operator. Rates should be comparable to other long-distance telephone leasing systems, said Thomas Mason, vice president of Business Affairs.

The new system is a result of the split of the Bell companies and Indianola Bell's reluctance to continue the current student billing card system and service the present rotary phone and switching system. Mason explained that the University solicited bids for the installation of the system and examined eight different bids before choosing Infonet, inc. for the phone and billing system and American Bell for the switching system.

Infonet will install the phones and assign billing numbers. American Bell will install the switching system in the basement of the library in part of the area that the current switching system will vacate. Computer jacks will also be installed in the dorms for terminal links.

"It is a truly innovative system that is responding to the students' concerns and needs. We are quite pleased," said Mason.

---

**Security increased for games**

By GRETCHEN PICHLER  
Staff Reporter

Although most Notre Dame students don't start their "pre-game warmup" for the home football games until sometime Saturday morning, the Notre Dame security officers begin their preparations the day before.

"It really starts Friday night," said Rex Rakow, Assistant Security Director. "We have just about everybody working," he said.

Frosh tend to include guard- ing the stadium after the media crew has set up their equipment.

---

**Chemistry lab accident raises safety concerns**

By KATHRINE ESQUIBEL  
News Staff

An accident in the freshman chemistry lab sent one girl to the infirmary with acid burns last week.

The Chemistry 115L classes were solutions last week when a student dropped a bottle of sulfuric acid onto the floor and splattered a young woman standing nearby. She was wearing shorts at the time and received several burns. Lab instructors rinsed her off and took her to the infirmary, where she was treated and released.

This accident was a direct attention to the safety of the chemistry laboratories, especially CHEM 115L, the freshman lab. There is always a risk involved when students are using dangerous chemicals, say lab instructors, but even more so with freshmen, who may not have had exposure to chemistry labs before.

The chemistry department has and barricading the roads for the one-way traffic system.

"Our first concern is the personal safety of people coming to the game," Rakow said. Physicists, such as manholes and pedestrian walkways through traffic patterns are taken care of as part of the over-all security goal of "being alert - seeing what's going on," he said.

Binoculars and radios are used by officers in the crown's nose above the playing field to survey the parking lots Saturday morning and during the game in order to stop people breaking into cars or illegally soliciting items such as food and N.D. paraphernalia. "We've had people selling everything from little hats with N.D. on them to the Uni- versity Church selling buttons. Anything you can put on N.D. on, people try and turn a buck on," Rakow said.

"We feel that the need of our people onto the playing field, to patrol the stadium in various places," said Glenn Terry, Security Director. Terry added that officers are also placed on campus, in locations such as the ACC and Senior Bar.

Although there is generally not a lot of criminal activity, "a lot of kids report stolen football tickets... and lost IDs," said Terry.

Security in the residence halls is partly taken care of by the janitorial staff, who are paid overtime to watch the entrances while most students and hall staff members are at the game.

Rakow added that the police forces in the South Bend and St. Joseph areas are also stepped up, "particularly with the new Indiana laws on drunk driving."

---

**Job Brief**

The Observer needs layout people.

- No experience necessary.
- Late night job.
- Paid position if you're responsible.

Leave your name and phone number at The Observer office on 3rd floor LaFortune.

---

**The Complete Computer from computer specialists**

401 North Michigan, South Bend (219) 234-5002

At COMPUTER SPECIALISTS, we consider disk ideas, drives, monitors, interfaces, and applications software standard, not optional extra cost add-ons. Everything required to make the computer do everything is included. The KAYPRO is a complete system.

**KAYPRO 2**

$1595

With 3 Floppy Disks

**KAYPRO 10**

$2795

With 10 Disks
**Shipbound Marines wait while listening to combat**

Associated Press

**ABOARD THE USS TARAWA**—Waiting isn’t easy for the 2,000 Marines who went to back up the multinational peace force in Beirut.

Many say they’d rather be ashore than slowly circling out here in the eastern Mediterranean, where the war-ravaged nation is just a thin brown strip on the horizon.

President Reagan ordered the 31st Marine Amphibious Unit to the scene after reports of two members of the U.S. 2nd Commanding Officer of the unit.

Them. In Israel and the occupied West Bank, Jordan, Syria and the Lebanese, with Palestinian civilians by Lebanese Christians.

Israel radio said one policeman was wounded and 25 Jewish and Arab protesters were arrested during the demonstrations marking the 16th of July, 1982, killings in Beirut’s Sabra and Chatilla camps.

The attack was planned while the Peacekeeping Forces in Beirut.

The Marines spent from 5:30 a.m. until 10 p.m. in physical exercises, manning of the control tower and normal housekeeping. But their operations will not be kept offshore indefinitely without boredom taking its toll.

“Quite frankly, we have little with which to occupy ourselves” said Col. James P. Wiltleman, commanding officer of the unit.

“We are doing simply to be here, to serve as a deterrent. This is the sort of thing we are trained to do. The only change is the uncertainty of where we’re going next.”

“The men stay relatively busy,” said Beaudoin. “But after a few more weeks… the men will be getting jumpy. It will be a tedium.”

Officers are trying to familiarize the troops with the situation in Lebanon, including political and religious strife.

**Eating Disorders**

- Anorexia Nervosa
- Bulimia

A 10-week structured therapy group every Tuesday evening, beginning Sept. 27 at the Notre Dame Campus

Limited Enrollment

Registration closes Sept. 22

For Further information Contact: Dan Krbicki, Psy. D. 239-7336

Counseling - Psychological Services Center

An illness that makes people starve, vomit or purge because they think they are fat

**Placement begins tomorrow**

**BY JOHN NELBO**

News Staff

On-campus job interviews begin tomorrow when senior accounting majors meet with prospective employers.

About 10,000 interviews will be arranged by Career and Placement Services this year. Last year over 11,000 students participated in interviews in 9,500 interviews arranged through the service.

In order to arrange all of these interviews, two years ago the University purchased a software program which simplifies interview scheduling.

Before the computer program was implemented, seniors would sometimes stand in line overnight to sign up for the interviews of their choice. Interviews are now granted according to set criteria.

The student’s graduation date is considered first. The next criteria is the student’s preference. Each student may indicate two interviews of particular importance for which he or she wishes to go.

The last criterion is the number of interviews the student has already had.

Job interviews are not the only services provided by Career and Placement Services. Said Director Rita Short: “Basically, we are an information organization. We provide students with career counseling as well as being a source of information to students.

Career and Placement Services does not limit itself to seniors. Underclassmen are welcome to investigate their vocational interests during the available facilities. In addition, Career and Placement Services aids undergraduates in finding summer jobs and work internships.

Students who have used the service recommend that underclassmen begin gathering career information now and have a clear idea of where they want to go before their senior year. The more you know about your possibilities in the job market, the better off you will be when it comes time to make a decision.”

**Hagar**

President Reagan read a blessing prayer which was followed by an address. According to Duggan, “We have all felt a need for this. This is an ecumenical building that calls to us for further development. It will enhance the life of our Church. Basically, we want an environment where we must do our part to make it grow. And these first parts, we will see the risen Christ in each other in many ways.”

Presidential Four days of dedication activities.

“Each individual at Saint Mary’s has a bank, and to achieve it is worth as much as what we discover in each other.” said Duggan as he thanked the Marist and the Lebanon families, adding that the center will “renew our sense of community, wonder, and lead us to the reunion of our souls.”

Following the ceremony was a picnic dinner and an “Irish Pub Night” which concluded a week of dedication activities.
Comrade of executed spy said vital to Russian technology

WASHINGTON — A Harvard research scientist and engineer who recently emigrated to the United States from the Soviet Union has been conducting an interview project under a three-year, $120,000 grant from the Washington-based National Council for Soviet and East European Research.

According to Mark Kuchment, a science historian at Harvard's Russian Research Center, Sarant headed first to Czechoslovakia and then to Leningrad, where he lived and worked under a new name — Philip Georgievich Staros.

"His career really developed in the Soviet Union," Kuchment said, noting that by the early 1960s the American defector had gained the attention of Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev and Dmitri F. Ustinov, then foreign minister of defense. "I think he is a second runner-up in the Rosenberg case," Kuchment said.

Also reported to be still living in Leningrad is Staros' widow, Anna, currently minister of defense. She said she was surprised to learn that by the early 1960s he had gained the attention of people like Khrushchev and Ustinov.

Sarant not only went to the Soviet Union, but for years, the fates of Sarant and another Harvard scientist, Joseph Berg, remain a mystery. No specific information reached the West regarding their whereabouts, work or personal lives.

Now, however, interviews with scientists and engineers who recently emigrated to the United States from the Soviet Union indicate that Sarant not only went to the U.S.S.R., but also emerged as a founder of Soviet microelectronics.

Kuchment said that by the early 1960s the American defector had gained the attention of President Nikita S. Khrushchev, who had placed as we did before America's national television.

"I think he's not only a wonderful thing for you, but a wonderful thing for our nation," Kuchment said.

Also reported to be still living in Leningrad is Staros' widow, Anna, currently minister of defense. She said she was surprised to learn that by the early 1960s he had gained the attention of people like Khrushchev and Ustinov.

Sarant not only went to the Soviet Union, but for years, the fates of Sarant and another Harvard scientist, Joseph Berg, remain a mystery. No specific information reached the West regarding their whereabouts, work or personal lives.

Now, however, interviews with scientists and engineers who recently emigrated to the United States from the Soviet Union indicate that Sarant not only went to the U.S.S.R., but also emerged as a founder of Soviet microelectronics.

Pamela Rigas, was also the first black woman to win two preliminary competitions with the new evidence emerging about the Soviet lives of Sarant and Berg.

"I think he's not only a wonderful thing for you, but a wonderful thing for our nation," Kuchment said.

Also reported to be still living in Leningrad is Staros' widow, Anna, currently minister of defense. She said she was surprised to learn that by the early 1960s he had gained the attention of people like Khrushchev and Ustinov.

Sarant not only went to the Soviet Union, but for years, the fates of Sarant and another Harvard scientist, Joseph Berg, remain a mystery. No specific information reached the West regarding their whereabouts, work or personal lives.

Now, however, interviews with scientists and engineers who recently emigrated to the United States from the Soviet Union indicate that Sarant not only went to the U.S.S.R., but also emerged as a founder of Soviet microelectronics.

Pamela Rigas, was also the first black woman to win two preliminary competitions with the new evidence emerging about the Soviet lives of Sarant and Berg.

"I think he's not only a wonderful thing for you, but a wonderful thing for our nation," Kuchment said.

Also reported to be still living in Leningrad is Staros' widow, Anna, currently minister of defense. She said she was surprised to learn that by the early 1960s he had gained the attention of people like Khrushchev and Ustinov.
A calendar of the men of Notre Dame looks innocuous enough, doesn't it? It paradoxically is a group of women in Walsh and Farley Halls who have decided to produce a calendar depicting twelve presumably "cute" Notre Dame males.

Mike Skelly

Back again

Despite its attractiveness as an easy form of fundraising, the calendar seems neither cute nor nor worthy of the problems at Notre Dame, and this calendar can only exacerbate what is already a significant social problem.

For years women have complained about male chauvinism in our society at large, and the resulting treatment of women as sexual objects, rather than people. Progress has been made in this area, but the reverse season which this calendar represents will only worsen the cause of equality between the sexes.

If a group of men proposed a "Notre Dame Chics" calendar, undoubtedly there would be outcry from many who selfishly objected to it. A calendar featuring Notre Dame women would be a denigration of women in general and not sexually discriminating to either sex. The issue at hand is whether or not we are using the right means to get our point across. If men are appointed to calendars, why should women be excluded?

Another problem with this calendar is the inevitable misrepresentation of the Notre Dame men that it would constitute. By calling this calendar "The Men of Notre Dame," or any permutation thereof, it purports to make some sort of statement about what Notre Dame men are, should be, or perhaps could be if they would only subscribe to the dubious qualities this calendar seeks to depict.

The calendar could not possibly represent the richness and diversity of this school. Because this calendar will depict so-called cute male students, the calendar and the men in it will only be a gross misrepresentation of Notre Dame.

Supporters of this calendar have predictably pointed out that many other groups across the country have produced calendars containing students, often in various stages of undress, at their respective universities. Some of the women of Walsh and Farley Halls apparently see this as sufficient justification for a calendar at Notre Dame. This strange reasoning hardly seems to excuse the repetition of sexism which, furthermore, this logic seems to show. Little serious thought about the project's implications has gone into its planning.

Though dorms may need funds for their understandably worthwhile projects, funding opportunities are not so few that Walsh and Farley need resort to a sexist calendar to raise funds. Hopefully, the women of these two dorms will encourage their representatives to abandon the calendar, since it will only impress the all too apparent tension between the sexes here at Notre Dame.

Finally, any appallingly enough to feel that he could accurately represent Notre Dame men in general should strongly reconsider his motivations behind participating in this calendar. Any serious examination of the calendar and its ramifications will clearly result in its extinction due to non-participation by the men of Notre Dame.

P.O. Box Q

Dear Editor:

Perhaps Dean Roemer and Sr. Karol Jakowski were never children. If they had been, they would be able to put the "childish" and "jovial" behavior of their students into a more reasonable perspective.

There are few of us who would disagree with the fact that the annual tradition of a "panty raid" is childish. Of course, it is. But being childish by no means makes it wrong or improper. All jokes aside, the "panty raid" is a fun of fun. It lets off steam, unites us, and is probably the first venture to Saint Mary's for many freshmen. It may be considered "degrading" by administrators, but it is not sexually discriminating to either side. It is an event both sides look forward to and enjoy, and its popularity remains unchecked despite official discouragement.

However, if it is considered proper to continue such "mindless" and "jovial" activities, perhaps it is time to consider ending other popular traditions unique to Notre Dame and Saint Mary's as well. An Truce would be a good start — monarchy and daddy would never allow us to play volleyball or compete in chariot races. And what could be more degrading than hundreds of mature and intelligent students fingerprinting and playing, childish games at "recs" in the Center? From Emmet pitches. Each semester exam to basketball games on snow-covered courts, we amuse ourselves with countless immature activities every semester.

We will all eventually outgrow "panty raids," but for now, as one freshman so eloquently put it, "we're fortunate to be old enough to know better, yet young enough to enjoy ourselves." These activities give our campus the spirit and flavor that make it special. The somber maturity requested of us perhaps sensible in theory, but without a few "mindless" and "degrading" activities now and then, we would be reduced to a colorless congregation of dull, inactive students. Please remember, Dean Roemer and Sr. Karol, that we do more than just study here. We live here. We spend the next sixty years of our lives being mature adults. Please allow us to have a little mindless enjoyment in our last four years of childhood.

John V. Kellenberg

Nationality

Dear Editor:

Regarding the letter written by Mr. Kenneth Kemp (Sept. 15, 1983), I am shocked and appalled by the response which he has made to Mr. Jurgen Brauer's letter. Far from resorting to a sexist calendar to raise money, Mr. Kemp goes on to say "his name as well as the Germainicisms in his letter, indicate that he is not an American." Finally, he goes on to make breach statements about past German and Austrian leaders. This letter by Mr. Kemp is an out-and-out radical slur. The issue at hand (the Soviet destruction of KAL Flight 007, and Mr. Brauer's dispatch of a sign lying on the sidewalk stating "SOVIET UNION KILLERS OF INNOCENT PEOPLE") has nothing to do with the nationality of Mr. Brauer, nor whether or not he is an American. The United States originated when peoples of various ethnic and religious backgrounds came together to form a nation. While ethnic discrimination existed on a large scale during the 19th century, much of this prejudice has diminished through time. Sadly, as one may see in the letter written by Mr. Kemp, racism has not completely vanished from this country, nor even from this University.

Joseph Rasque

Campus comments

Should the administration crack down on ticket scalping?

Yes, ticket scalping should be under tighter security. The cost of tighter security should be worth the cost of making ticket distribution more fair.

Mary Kloska
Class of '85
Chemical engineering

No, for the reason that enforcement black markets are difficult to control, as the Prohibition hackers would he close to impossible.

Pat Sweeney
Class of '85
Accounting

Yes, they should. Scalping thrives because there is no other way for market system, law is a gay people to get into a game. But it isn't supposed to make a buck these days serious enough to bring in the police.

Carol Holland
Class of '87
Saint Mary's College

I don't think they should, because the tickets are so hard to get. Scalpers give the opportunity to get your friends and family into the game.

John McaEehan
Father of Notre Dame junior

Mike Kearney
MBA

No, as a firm believer in the free market system, law is a gay people to get into a game. But it isn't supposed to make a buck these days serious enough to bring in the police.

Mike Kearney

Keeping in tune with the nation

by Ed Augustine
features staff reporter

The Notre Dame Progressive Music Club is an organization with a mission. It is a movement determined to bring people together under the rising popularity of new music.

The club, led by president Barney Grant and vice president Bob Snyder, only came into being last year. Presently, both men are hard at work to make this year’s plans for the club truly outstanding.

“The club must establish a strong membership. Once we have achieved this goal we can concentrate on the scheduled party plans,” ex¬

The club plans to make an excursion to the Dive the Saturday before the Miami game and intends to sponsor a benefit dance for the Logan Center. Also, during the October break, the club would like to make a trip to Toronto. “We would be checking out the culture, history, and partying system, because the students of the University of Toronto definitely party differently than us,” stated Grant. Other ventures will include spontaneous trips to Chicago to see concerts.

The club would also like to continue tailgating, especially for the USC game, along with putting on monthly dances similar to the “Chance to Dance” that took place this Friday night on the second floor of La Fortune.

The overall theme of Friday night’s dance was a promotional one. Familiar tunes from Culture Club, ABC, and Human League incorporated with new music from Altered Images, New Order and Yaz were switched on and off the turntables. The DJ, Barney Grant, played anything that was within the frame of dance music, such as Michael Jackson, Grand Master Flash, pop music and soul. “A happy medium between the many genres of music helped to make the party an interesting one,” comments Grant. One Notre Dame junior said, “It was great that people got into the dance and were able to forget the general apathy that accompanies so many campus parties.” At the same time a Notre Dame sophomore pointed out that “amidst the sweat and grime from everybody jamming, the dance provided a very good outlet for people who really enjoy this sort of thing.”

All of the fun is being coordinated by Grant who takes full responsibility for the music played saying, “It is like my little toy.”

With a main emphasis on new music, the PMC hopes to keep the selection of music in a Midwest university like Notre Dame up to par and constantly aware.

Any students or faculty who are interested in finding out more about the Progressive Music Club can contact the president, Barney Grant, at 283-8362.

The first meeting of the PMC will be this Wednesday night, place and time to be announced.

Ed Augustine is a freshman from Taunton, N.J. Though he has not declared a major yet, Ed is thinking of entering the Program of Liberal Studies.

Something to tell the children

by Marc Ramirez
features staff reporter

Jim Pernas was right. They came in droves, just as always.

And nothing stopped them. The “strongly worded” letter didn’t keep them from coming, and the $100 fine didn’t stop some from scaling the walls.

No, this was the night on which Notre Dame freshmen guys unleashed the savage beasts within, the night on which they let loose their animalistic emotions, the night on which they ran like a herd of homed buffalo to their destination with only one thing in mind - Panties.

Yes, this was the panty raid, that colorful event which precedes the first home football game each year. For one night, all sense of identity, not to mention self pride, is lost to wild night of Neanderthal-like mania.

Now what’s wrong with that? It seems to me that every culture has at least one occasion on which everyone is allowed to have fun and go wild. Take New Year’s Eve, or St. Patrick’s Day. Every place, every community, has to break out of the every day routine once in a while.


But there is one adjective to describe the event which no one can argue with, and this is the reason the panty raid occurred as always despite administrative objections. It’s traditional.

Tradition can’t be killed; if it’s going to die, it’s going to have to die on its own. They tried anyway. They wrote letters about it, and they promised a $100 fine to anyone caught in or on a Saint Mary’s dormitory. It was sug¬
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American skipper Dennis Conner now knows the Australians can beat his boat in light winds, and that if he wants to keep the America's Cup in the U.S., he'll have to seek some other breezes. "We're hoping to have a little different weather and see how we do," said Conner, who announced his 53-foot Liberty by three minutes, 14 seconds, yesterday. Conner immediately asked for and was given a day off today after the first Ausie victory in the first-of-seven-cup championship series cut his advantage to 1-2-1. "We thought there might be more wind on Tuesday," the defending America's Cup holder said. "The breeze died out in Chicago, and we're down to the worst cup defender by a U.S. defender since 1871. How much wind would we like? About 40 knots. He'll have to have 12-meter yachts can't go out to race in anything over 25. The Australian yacht with its secret wing Keel quickly sailed off to a big lead in yesterday's race, lost some of the edge briefly, but moved ahead steadily on the last two legs. "We tried everything we could think of to fool around with," Conner conceded. But he emphasized that he is still ahead. "I'd say that with a 2-1 lead, things don't look too bad," said the veteran of four straight cup campaigns. The soupy winds yesterday on the race area in Rhode Island Sound were clocked at an easy seven knots at the start of the race and up to 10 at the finish - conditions where Australia II has shown speed all summer. The Australians, beaten in the first two races with major equipment failures both days, were buoyed by the win. - AP

The ND-SMC Equestrian Club is holding a general meeting for all members in room 2.0 of LaFortune at 7 p.m. tonight. All are welcome. Anyone with questions should call Maureen Irish at 283-8004. - The Observer

All Saint Mary's students who's in competitive swimming and diving should come to a meeting tomorrow at 10 a.m. in the lounge in Beggs that overlooks the pool. - The Observer

Tony Furjanic, Notre Dame's middle linebacker, will be one of the featured guests at a special of Sports tomorrow evening at 11 p.m. on WNDM AM 644. Call 230-6400 with questions and comments. - The Observer

Fuzzy Zoeller nursed home a diminishing lead with a final round 73 and scored a 4-stroke victory yesterday in a new PGA tour event that was billed as the richest golf tournament in the world. The happy-go-lucky Zoeller, who led or shared the lead on 15 occasions since March, vaulted from fifth place into the lead in the season's 12th-ranked race. Zoeller, a former Masters champion, has won three tournaments and scored a 4-stroke victory yesterday in a new 90 yard touchdown pass to Jon Horton with 77-yard punt return. But the Green Wave trailed 21-14 at halftime before English went on to work. His 15- yard pass to Wayne Smith put Tulane in front 21-21 in the final period.

West Virginia fell behind 1-0 in the first period as Hostetler had two of his three first-period passes picked off. But he threw a 17-yard pass to Rich Hill to set up Tom Gray's 17-yard tie-breaking run in the final period and added scoring passes of 42 yards to Rob Bennett and 45 yards to Larry Zirkle.

The weekend featured a pair of outstanding place-kicking performances. Bruce Kullmeyer of Kansas State booted five field goals and six conversions to win the NCAA single-game record of 21 points by kicking the Jayhawks' 57-5 pounding of Wichita State.

And Texas A&M's Alan Smith tied the national record of six field goals in a game, connecting from 44, 45, 62, 35, 30 and 30 yards - the last one after the Aggies called time out with seven seconds left - in a 58-0 rout of Arkansas State. Smith also had two conversions for a 20-point game.
San Francisco scored the tie-breaking runner-up Nolan Ryan of Houston.

boosted his major-league career seventh with a double and advanced Dejesus' seventh-inning squeeze to third on Bo Diaz's sacrifice bunt.

Gary Matthews.

the second time this season. The loss gave way to Bob James, who earned the victory but

gave up five hits, including a leadoff homer in the ninth by Derrel Thomas, before leaving in the ninth. Greg Olson gave up two more Dodger runs on a single by R.F. Reynolds before Gary Lavelle came on to work the 10th.

ATLANTA (AP) — Rupert Jones, a late-game defensive replacement in center field, slugged a two-run homer in the 13th inning to give the San Diego Padres a 4-2 victory over the Atlanta Braves yesterday.

Jones, who entered the game in the 10th, connected for his 11th homer against Ken Dayley, 4-6, with one out and Tony Gwynn on base with a single.

Gary Lucas, 5-7, the fourth San Diego pitcher, gained the victory as the Padres had gone ahead 2-1 in the top of the eighth on pinch-hitter Karl Brevas' walk-and-squeeze bunt, the Braves tied the score in their half when Rafael Ramirez hit his seventh homer.

CINCINNATI (AP) — Alan Ashley and Terry Puhl smashed solo homers to lead the Houston Astros to a 4-1 victory over the Cincinnati Reds.

the combined six-hit pitching of Mike Scott and Frank DiPino.

Ashby hit his eighth homer of the season off Moto Soto, 16-13, with one out in the second inning to put the Astros ahead to stay.

The Astros added a run in the third on singles by Bill Doran, Puhl, and Jerry Munzter.

BOSTON (AP) — Kirk Gibson, Lou Whitaker, and Wayne Krenchicki collected three hits each and the Detroit Tigers completed five unearned runs in the seventh inning to defeat the Boston Red Sox 9-6 yesterday.

Gibson had a double and infield single off Boston starter "Oil" Can Boyd, then homered off reliever Mark Clear in the eighth.

Whitaker and Krenchicki each had a double and two singles, while Enos Cabell homered in their two runs with a pair of infield flies.

Winner Min Wiorkis, 10-10, scored six hits in seven innings.

Boyd, 4-5, allowed 13 hits, but five of the eight runs charged to him were unearned. He was shelled in the seventh when the Tigers capitalized on two errors by Eddie Jork and one by Jim Rice.
Spartan kicks Irish out of game

By MIKE SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Winning coach George Perles predicted that he had "a great career ahead of him." And he was the one responsible for the rain after the game.

Who was this remarkable person? Was it safety Phil Parker who intercepted two key passes? Was it Dave Yaroma who passed for three touchdowns? Was it Derek Bunch who had a game-high 19 tackles?

None of the above.

It was the man with the rocket foot, Michigan State kicker Ralf Mojsiejenko.

Whether he was launching a return in a game that kept the Irish pinned deep in their own territory, or hitting low liners that carried 70 yards or more, Mojsiejenko was providing that extra edge that the Spartans needed to pull off the big upset.

"I've never had a game like this before," said Mojsiejenko.

Not many people have. Not only did Mojsiejenko average nearly 50 yards on each punt, but he also boomed every kickoff into or over the end zone except for one. And it was his 71- and 58-yard punts late in the game that allowed Michigan State to keep the Irish out of the end zone.

Mojsiejenko's performance was similar to that of Rohn Stark, the Florida State punter who, two years ago, kept Notre Dame bottled up for the entire game, allowing FSU to win the game in the final quarter. Stark is now among the leading punters in the nation.

The performance of both punters -- Stark also averaged almost 50 yards a punt -- demonstrates how important a dominating kicker can be.

"When we came out in the second half," said Perles, "it was our plan that, every time that the ball was exchanged, we would gain 10 yards."

When you have a kicker like Mojsiejenko, this plan usually works, and Saturday was no exception.

While the Spartans were improving their field position, Mojsiejenko was keeping Notre Dame bottled up for the rest of the game. Be­­cause of Mojsiejenko's kicking, the Irish did not have a chance to gain any field position, and they were recruiting Notre Dame.

Maj­­or​-in​-academic-areas Mojsiejenko could keep the Irish from scoring.

"I'm really glad we have a running back to go for the punt," said Mojsiejenko. "I was contacted as a junior by Notre Dame," he says, "but I had a poor senior year as a field goal kicker (9-for-5) and they were recruiting me as a field goal kicker."

But he might not have kicked any field goals on Saturday, but he was able to get his revenge.

"I wanted to play for Notre Dame, but that didn't work out," said Mojsiejenko. "It's tough situations in the fourth quarter."

With Allen Brown summed up life in the loser's locker room. Brown said that the game was over after the first quarter, and like most of his teammates, Mojsiejenko was kept bottled up.

"It's just a matter of time," said Brown. "I'm really glad we have a running back to go for the punt."

Whether you were launching a return in a game that kept the Irish pinned deep in their own territory, or hitting low liners that carried 70 yards or more, Mojsiejenko was providing that extra edge that the Spartans needed to pull off the big upset.

Spar­­tsman kicks Irish out of game

The Observer/ Lucian Niemeyer

Ralf Mojsiejenko, the Michigan State kicker, played a major role in Saturday's game as he kept the Irish offense pinned deep in its own territory. Mojsiejenko, who wanted to come to Notre Dame, averaged almost 50 yards a punt.
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field hockey vs. Taylor College
field east of the ACC

PHONE: 277-0810

Best Motor Body & Hair Style Shop
1437 North Ironwood Drive
Sputh Bend, IN
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Five minutes from campus
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2.5 cubic Dormitory Refrig.
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BURNS RENT-ALLS INC.
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... Loss

1983-

... Loss

Michigan State 14 7
Notre Dame 3 3

First downs 25 24
Rushes-yards 32-133 34-165
Penalties-yards 3-24 3-15
Passes completed-attempted 15-23 15-31
Total Net Yards 225 448
Net Yards Rushing 114 213
Net Yards Passing 111 235
Punt-yards-average 45 43
Touchdowns 2-18 2-25
Field goals 0-for-5 1-for-2

An­­cer­­age - 19.-7-7

... Loss

1983-

... Loss
The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1. Sounds of laughter
6. Swift horse
9. Fellow
14. Star Chris
15. Chapter of the Koran
16. Take on
17. Infidel's choice
18. Kitchens' choices
20. Paul
21. Villain's look
23. Declare persistently
24. Hat material
25. Money in the pot
26. Meager
29. Jason's ship
33. Step
34. Protection
35. Basket bar
36. Manager's choice
42. Millionaire of tennis
43. Nautical term
44. Days of core
45. Mother of Chastity
47. Obvious
49. Ornamental buttons
50. Waterless
51. Textile
52. Design
54. Wanda
55. Society
56. Short
57. Batter's choice
60. Lyric poem
62. Notion
63. Spirit
64. Marked down
65. Aimee
66. Pro
67. Young years
69. Flash Road
72. Drink of the gods

DOWN
1. Influence
2. Admit
3. Curse winner
4. Curve
5. Stones
6. Balance sheet item
7. River in Germany
8. Macaw
9. Powder or soda
10. Picked
11. Sound equipment
12. Sandy's barks
13. Annoyance
14. Yorkshire
15. Shirt
17. Dime
18. Pointed
19. Long
22. MASH
24. Great Performances
26. Survival Special
27. Survival Special
28. Newswatch
30. Out of condition
31. Olé-olé
32. Black
34. Survival Special
35. Pointed
36. Flash Road
37. Drink of the gods
40. Poplar tree
41. Kitten
42. Silver, in heraldry
43. Summer
44. Tasmania
45. German community
46. Skiiny
47. Adjutant
48. Card game
49. Be overfond
50. Delightful
51. Place
52. Cote
54. According
55. Resource
56. Female
57. Aimee
58. Influencer
59. Infertile
60. "Raven" man
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The Irish Gardens
your Screw your Roommate Headquarters

Located off the Nazz
in the basement of LaFortune

Hours: 12:30-5:30
Dial M-U-M-9 (6867)

Stay on campus and save $$$ by letting us
take care of your flower needs

Applications are now available at S.U.
2nd Floor LaFortune for:

PRODUCER AND DIRECTOR
FOR SPRING PRODUCTION
OF STUDENT PLAYERS

Submit application by September 30.
Contact Mary Stevens 239-7777

The Irish Gardens

Fate

He promised that we wouldn't be embarrassed anymore, but I feel embarrassed anyway.

Come on, things could be worse.

John
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Soccer team controls Loyola

By PHIL WOLF

Sports Writer

While boards of people were sweating through the football pep rally at Stepan Center Friday night, a little bit of enthusiasm, crowd building up under the lights at Carter Field to see the Notre Dame soccer team controls Loyola

The Irish controlled the ball well from the start of the game, but a strong Loyola defense repeatedly turned them away from the goal. It was not until there were only four minutes remaining in the first half, as sophomore Mark Bidinger, who returned it 47 yards to the Michigan State 3-yard line.

Parker who returned it 47 yards to the Michigan State 3-yard line. The Irish 3-yard line. "I thought we did an excellent job of stopping the run,“ said Faust. "It's a very good run game." However the Irish were able to mount a drive right before the half ended to go into the locker room tied 21-21.

It appeared that perhaps Notre Dame would have to settle for a field goal on the last drive of the first half, as sophomore Mark Bidinger, unassisted, tallied his fourth of the season. Sophomore midfielder Chris Telk concluded the scoring with an unassisted goal at 39:59. The goal was Telk's first of the season.

Friday night's victory was the fifth straight shutout for the Irish, now 5-1 overall. Notre Dame's offense had been generating an average of six goals a game heading into the contest with Loyola, but Head Coach Rich Hunter was not too concerned about the score. "We didn't expect a very high scoring game," he noted afterward. "We were expecting a real tough game, and they really gave it to us in the first half, especially defensively."

The Irish will be playing tomorrow at St. Joseph's, and they are hoping for another shutout. Six straight shutouts would set a new Notre Dame record, which Hunter says is "real important to the guys."

IRISH ITEMS — Notre Dame will be at home again on Friday evening at 8 p.m. when Kentucky comes to Carter Field. On Sunday, the Irish will host Boston College at 2 p.m. Notre Dame has been unable to defeat either team in five straight years, but Hunter says that the team will be concentrating on defense this week in preparation for this important match.

Upsets of top teams marks college week

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON

Associated Press

On a weekend when six members of the Associated Press Top Twenty teams were knocked off and another was tied, No. 1-ranked Nebraska made sure there would be no room at the top.

The Cornhuskers churned out 870 yards, scored at least two touchdowns in every quarter and rallied seven times on plays of 27 yards or longer in swamping Minnesota 84-13. "I am really sorry we scored that many points," said Coach Tom Osborne. "I just hope the people hear us (Nebraska) don't think we were vindictive. We were just running basic plays."

Second-ranked Oklahoma, No. 4 Notre Dame, fifth-ranked Auburn, No. 8 Michigan, not-ranked Florida State, and No. 17 Maryland were the Top Twenty losers.

Tulane quarterback Jon English, playing his third straight game under a court order that prevented the NCAA from declaring him ineligible, directed three second half scoring drives as the Green Wave stunned Penn State 54-28.

And Jeff Hostetler passed for two second half touchdowns and set up another, leading No. 20 West Virginia to a 52-21 triumph over Maryland.

Meanwhile, No. 11 Georgia needed a 53-yard field goal by Kevin Butler with 38 seconds remaining to see UPSETS, page 8

Michigan State quarterback Dave Yarema gets a 1-yard touchdown pass reception early in the fourth period against Michigan State, and No. 17 Maryland.

Steve Pellerin passed 7 yards to Mark Patterson with 34 seconds to play and then completed a two-point conversion pass to Larry Nickel of No. 16 Washington Micahel Lich for Michigan State to a 28-23 upset of Notre Dame.

Steve Pellerin passed 7 yards to Mark Patterson with 34 seconds to play and then completed a two-point conversion pass to Larry Nickel of No. 16 Washington. "We were expecting a real tough game, and they really gave it to us in the first half, especially defensively." The Irish will be playing tomorrow at St. Joseph's, and they are hoping for another shutout. Six straight shutouts would set a new Notre Dame record, which Hunter says is "real important to the guys."

IRISH ITEMS — Notre Dame will be at home again on Friday evening at 8 p.m. when Kentucky comes to Carter Field. On Sunday, the Irish will host Boston College at 2 p.m. Notre Dame has been unable to defeat either team in five straight years, but Hunter says that the team will be concentrating on defense this week in preparation for this important match.

Disappointment. Frustration. Anger. Astonishment? No, it's nothing at all. It's a shock when a Notre Dame football team loses, at least not in the way one was thinking about a Notre Dame football team losing. A stretch of time in which the local boys have gone 28-16-2. How was Saturday's loss to Michigan State, and No. 17 Maryland.

Steve Pellerin passed 7 yards to Mark Patterson with 34 seconds to play and then completed a two-point conversion pass to Larry Nickel of No. 16 Washington. Michigan State quarterback Dave Yarema gets a 1-yard touchdown pass reception early in the fourth period against Michigan State, and No. 17 Maryland.

Steve Pellerin passed 7 yards to Mark Patterson with 34 seconds to play and then completed a two-point conversion pass to Larry Nickel of No. 16 Washington. Michigan State quarterback Dave Yarema gets a 1-yard touchdown pass reception early in the fourth period against Michigan State, and No. 17 Maryland.

Steve Pellerin passed 7 yards to Mark Patterson with 34 seconds to play and then completed a two-point conversion pass to Larry Nickel of No. 16 Washington. Michigan State quarterback Dave Yarema gets a 1-yard touchdown pass reception early in the fourth period against Michigan State, and No. 17 Maryland.